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ProRacing Sim™ DeskTop FastLap5™ Road Racing Simulation  

 
Easy-to-use software from ProRacing Sim™ accurately simulates forces, speeds and 
accelerations generated by any vehicle in any closed-course, racing environment 
 
The latest in performance simulation technology from ProRacing Sim™, the new DeskTop 
FastLap5™, will analyze the handling ability of any vehicle on any closed-course track. Despite 
its low cost, DeskTop FastLap5™ accurately performs a comprehensive turn-by-turn analysis of 
any front or rear-wheel drive vehicle to find the best setup for any of the 30+ pre-programmed 
asphalt tracks.  
 
Using a powerful, built-in Track Editor™, anyone can add more tracks or even design his or her 
own custom track layout. Tracks can be built with any length, varying widths and any number of 
turns. Advanced simulation techniques calculate an optimum driving path and precise braking 
points through every turn and straightaway. Watch your vehicle negotiate each turn and check 
for oversteer, understeer, acceleration, and braking. DeskTop FastLap5™ will display lap times 
and full vehicle telemetry to within a few percentage points of true track-test data.  
 
There is no other closed-course simulation that compares with the DeskTop FastLap5™ in cost, 
features and accuracy. Let ProRacing Sim™ DeskTop FastLap5™ improve the handling and 
performance of your next project vehicle. DeskTop FastLap5™ runs on any Microsoft Windows-
equipped PC (compatible with 95/98/Me/2000/XP and Vista). For more information about the 
ProRacing Sim™ DeskTop FastLap5™ or any other ProRacing Sim™ software product, call 
901-259-2355, or visit us online at www.proracingsim.com. 
 
 

Quick Summary 
Product:  ProRacing Sim™ DeskTop FastLap5™    
Part Number:  #186301 
Features & Benefits: 
• User friendly software accurately builds and simulates 

any vehicle on any closed-course, asphalt track 
• Tests weight, wheelbase, center of gravity, aerodynamics, 

shifting and braking points, tires, gear ratios, suspension, 
power curves, etc. 

• Users can select component parts from menus or enter 
their own custom vehicle specs 

• Choose from over 30 built-in tracks or design and build 
additional/custom tracks 

• Runs on any Microsoft Windows-equipped computer 


